The discovery of meteoritic amino acids with enantiomeric excesses of the l-form (ee L ) has suggested that extraterrestrial organic materials may have contributed to prebiotic chemistry and directed the initial occurrence of the ee L that further led to homochirality of amino acids on Earth. A proposed mechanism for the origin of ee L in meteorites involves an asymmetric photochemistry of extraterrestrial ices by UV circularly polarized light (CPL). We have performed the asymmetric synthesis of amino acids on achiral extraterrestrial ice analogs by VUV CPL, investigating the chiral asymmetry transfer at two different evolutionary stages at which the analogs were irradiated (regular ices and/or organic residues) and at two different photon energies (6.6 and 10.2 eV). We identify 16 distinct amino acids and precisely measure the l-enantiomeric excesses using the enantioselective GC × GC-TOFMS technique in five of them: α-alanine, 2,3-diaminopropionic acid, 2-aminobutyric acid, valine, and norvaline, with values ranging from ee L = −0.20% ± 0.14% to ee L = −2.54% ± 0.28%. The sign of the induced ee L depends on the helicity and the energy of CPL, but not on the evolutionary stage of the samples, and is the same for all five considered amino acids. Our results support an astrophysical scenario in which the solar system was formed in a high-mass star-forming region where icy grains were irradiated during the protoplanetary phase by an external source of CPL of a given helicity and a dominant energy, inducing a stereo-specific photochemistry.
INTRODUCTION
One of the salient problems in prebiotic chemistry concerns the origin of chiral asymmetry in prebiotic materials that may have stereo-controlled the emergence of homochirality in biological molecules like amino acids and sugars. These molecules are chiral, i.e., they can exist in two chemically equivalent forms, the l-and d-enantiomer, which are nonsuperimposable three-dimensional mirror images of each other. Although the two forms have equivalent physico-chemical properties, living organisms use only l-enantiomers of amino acids in proteins, and only d-enantiomers of sugars in RNA and DNA, a property known as homochirality.
Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the origin of homochirality (see Bonner 1991 for a review). One of them involves an asymmetric photochemistry of the molecules present in space by circularly polarized light (CPL), followed by the delivery of the enantioenriched photoproducts to Earth by comets and meteorites. This scenario was first suggested by Rubenstein et al. (1983) and further developed by Bonner & Rubenstein (1987) , Bonner (1991) , Greenberg et al. (1994) , Bailey et al. (1998) , Cerf & Jorissen (2000) , Bailey (2001) , and Hough et al. (2001) .
Several experimental results support the hypothesis of an extraterrestrial origin of organic molecules, including chiral ones and, in particular, amino acids. In the laboratory, simulations of photo-and thermo-chemistry of interstellar ices lead to the formation of complex semi-refractory and water-soluble organic residues, known to contain a large variety of identified organic compounds and many others still to be discovered (Agarwal et al. 1985; Briggs et al. 1992; Bernstein et al. 1995; Muñoz Caro & Schutte 2003; Nuevo et al. 2010; de Marcellus et al. 2011b; Danger et al. 2013) . These residues are often considered as analogs of the primitive organic material thought to be present in interstellar/circumstellar grains, mostly at the late stage of molecular clouds, prior to planetary disk formation, and then incorporated into comets and asteroids, where they may experience some further chemical evolution. Among the organic molecules that have been detected in organic residues, numerous amino acids have been reported, generally after acid hydrolysis of larger macromolecular structures (Bernstein et al. 2002; Muñoz Caro et al. 2002; Nuevo et al. 2008; Meinert et al. 2012b) . Note that the hydrolysis step is widely used in the meteoritical community because it allows the identification of bound amino acids in meteorites. For laboratory residues, Nuevo et al. (2008) showed that amino acids detected as free ones (without hydrolysis) and bound ones (hydrolyzed) remain qualitatively similar, a trend confirmed very recently in amino acids detected in the Paris meteorite (Martins et al. 2013 (Martins et al. , 2014 .
Amino acids or amino acid precursors are thus present in extraterrestrial environments, as evidenced by the identification of over 80 different amino acids in carbonaceous meteorites, mainly in Murchison and Murray (Kvenvolden et al. 1970; Sephton 2002) . The majority of amino acids have been found to be racemic (i.e., equal amounts of l-and d-enantiomers), but when non-racemic, the detected enantiomeric excesses have been measured to be of the l-form (Engel & Nagy 1982; Cronin & Pizzarello 1997; Glavin & Dworkin 2009; Glavin et al. 2012) , which is the same form used by living organisms for proteinogenic amino acids. These findings represent a good argument in favor of the idea of an extraterrestrial origin for complex organic compounds on primitive Earth; they also suggest that a chiral asymmetry in meteoritic amino acids or amino acid precursors may have influenced prebiotic processes toward homochirality on the primitive Earth (Engel & Macko 1997; Cronin & Pizzarello 1997; Glavin et al. 2012) . The mechanisms involved in the synthesis of amino acids in space (Elsila et al. 2007 ) and more precisely in the asymmetric mechanisms that led to their enantioselective enrichment (de Marcellus et al. 2011a ) have been a subject of considerable discussion (see Evans et al. 2012 for a review). Abiotic syntheses of amino acids in the absence of any asymmetric agent would be expected to produce racemic mixtures. Therefore, an enantiomeric selection process is required at some stage of their synthesis in given astronomical environments.
CPL irradiation as a chiral agent has long been proven to be an efficient mechanism capable of producing measurable enantiomeric excesses in racemic samples (Kuhn & Braun 1929; Balavoine et al. 1974 ) including amino acids (Norden 1977; Flores et al. 1977) by asymmetric photoprocesses (photochemical reactions proceeding at different rates for the two enantiomers of a given chiral molecule) or via asymmetric CPLinduced photoionization in the gas phase (Tia et al. 2013) . The observation of CPL in astronomical sources, such as the reflection nebulae OMC-1 (Bailey et al. 1998; Fukue et al. 2010 ) and NGC 6334 Kwon et al. 2013) , provided further support for an extraterrestrial scenario.
Recently, our group experimentally tested this scenario (de Marcellus et al. 2011a) . We showed that a small but significant l-enantiomeric excess (ee L ) up to −1.34% can be induced in alanine recovered from the organic residue formed after irradiation by UV CPL at 6.64 eV of a mixture of initially achiral interstellar/circumstellar ice analogs (H 2 O, NH 3 , and CH 3 OH). The two CPL helicities induced ee L of opposite signs, whereas linearly polarized light (LPL) did not induce any ee L , as indeed expected. This study was limited to only one amino acid (alanine, the simplest chiral proteinogenic one) and to a single photon energy. Since the work has left several open questions, we decided to continue the investigation of the effects of CPL in three following experimental campaigns in which we explored several parameters: the two helicities of the CPL, two different stages at which the samples were irradiated by CPL (ice and residue), two different photon energies, and two qualitative amounts of residues produced.
Herein we report the results obtained during the ensemble of our four experimental campaigns. We first present the 16 amino acids detected in our samples. We then focus on the measurements of the ee L induced in 5 of them by CPL irradiation. Our goal is to investigate the origin of chiral asymmetry in prebiotic materials in order to suggest a coherent astrophysical scenario for the origin of organics in primitive solar system objects.
EXPERIMENTS
The experimental setup has already been described elsewhere (Nuevo et al. 2007; de Marcellus et al. 2011a) . In brief, it consists of a high vacuum chamber operating at a pressure lower than 10 −7 mbar, interfaced with a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. Inside the vacuum chamber, a substrate composed of MgF 2 , transparent in the IR range, is placed in thermal contact with a cold finger whose temperature can be modified. A micrometric valve is used to admit a gas mixture into the chamber, where it freezes onto the cold substrate at 77 K, forming a solid ice sample.
This setup was adapted to be temporarily mounted on the vacuum UV(VUV) DESIRS beamline (Nahon et al. 2012) at the SOLEIL synchrotron facility (France). During the deposition of the mixture, the ice sample was simultaneously irradiated by an intense VUV light beam produced by a variable-polarization undulator generating tailored quasi-perfect VUV CPL of any chosen helicity, i.e., right (R) and left (L), as well as LPL. This radiation, as transmitted by the zeroth order of the monochromator, possesses a 7% broadband spectrum (typically 0.7 eV around 10 eV) with an integrated flux of about (1-2) × 10 15 photons s
at the sample position. High harmonics of the undulator were filtered off by use of an Ar-or Xe-filled gas filter. The deposition and formation rate of the ice samples, as well as the effects of photochemistry, were monitored in situ by IR spectroscopy. We have performed four different experimental campaigns at the SOLEIL synchrotron, during which a total of 14 samples of organic residues have been produced. Each residue has been obtained by UV/VUV irradiation of an initially achiral ice mixture (77 K) of H 2 O:
13 CH 3 OH:NH 3 in the ratio of ∼2:1:1, qualitatively representative of the interstellar/circumstellar ices, considering our experimental constraints. Methanol was labeled with 13 C in order to exclude any terrestrial contamination that may occur during the experiments, through the manipulation of the samples, or during the following analyses that need to use several solvents and derivatization agents. At the end of deposition/irradiation, each ice sample has been gradually warmed (1 K minute −1 ) to room temperature to allow diffusion of radical species and subsequent recombination. Note that during this process the volatiles, by far the largest amount of the sample (99.9% at least), sublimate and are carried out by the dynamic pumping system. Once at room temperature, a semirefractory solid residue remains on the window as recorded through infrared spectroscopy (see, e.g., Muñoz Caro & Schutte 2003) . Some residues obtained have been further irradiated by CPL. At the end of each experiment the residues have been immediately recovered under nitrogen flushing, stored in special homemade stainless steel sample holders, and kept under argon at atmospheric pressure until their analysis. Since this can occur many weeks/months later, the samples are stored at low temperature in a commercial refrigerator (2 • C). The experiments have been performed at 6.6 eV and 10.2 eV, primarily because these energies are astrophysically relevant (Robitaille et al. 2006) , and secondly because the circular dichroism (CD) spectra of alanine and other α-hydrogenated amino acids show intense active transitions at around 6.7 eV (Meierhenrich et al. 2005; Meierhenrich 2008 Meinert et al. 2012a) and, in the case of alanine and valine, around 10 eV (Kaneko et al. 2009; Tanaka et al. 2010) .
Four parameters influencing the asymmetric formation of amino acids were explored during the different campaigns.
First Campaign (2009 September)
In the first series of experiments, the in situ asymmetric synthesis of amino acids from achiral interstellar ice analogs triggered by CPL was studied (de Marcellus et al. 2011a) . Two samples were irradiated by L and R CPL, respectively; a third sample was irradiated by LPL. The photon energy of CPL was selected to be 6.6 eV. In the three cases the samples were irradiated during the ice stage (at 77 K) as well as further, after the warm-up phase, at the residue stage (∼300 K).
2.2. Second Campaign (2010 July) In order to investigate whether the photon-to-matter chirality transfer takes place preferentially or exclusively during the irradiation of the ice itself or the irradiation of the residue itself, three samples were prepared. R CPL irradiation was used onto two distinct samples at two different stages: (1) in the ice and (2) in the residue (previously irradiated by LPL at the ice stage). A third sample was irradiated by LPL only during the ice stage. Because of stringent beam-time constraints, these experiments were limited to the irradiation by CPL of only R helicity and could not be completed by irradiation of a sample by the opposite L helicity. As in the previous campaign, the photon energy of CPL was selected to be 6.6 eV.
2.3. Third Campaign (2011 December) The photon energy was fixed at 10.2 eV. A complete series of five different experiments was performed at conditions that allowed investigating the effects of the irradiation by the two CPL helicities (R and L) together with the stage (ice or residue) at which the samples were irradiated by CPL; one sample was irradiated by LPL at the ice stage. The amount of residues produced was small (<100 μg) and comparable to that obtained during the previous series of experiments.
Fourth Campaign (2012 November)
In the last series of experiments, three samples of increased quantity of organic residues (>100 μg), compared to the ones of the former experimental campaigns, were produced (see Appendix A for details). The increase in the amount of organic material formed was supposed to improve the complexity of the produced amino acids, as well as the quality of the subsequent chemical analysis. The residues have been produced at the Institut d'Astrophysique Spatiale (IAS, Orsay) by VUV unpolarized light (UPL) from a classical H 2 UV lamp. The amount of obtained residue is linked to the integrated photon dose. Consequently, IAS-made samples, which are not dependent on highly constrained beamline time, do contain more material than SOLEIL-made ones. Two of these samples were then transported to SOLEIL synchrotron, where one was irradiated with L CPL, while the other was irradiated with R CPL. The photon energy of CPL was maintained at 10.2 eV, which corresponds to the maximum output of a classical H 2 UV lamp (Jenniskens et al. 1993; Chen et al. 2014) . A third sample was irradiated with UPL at IAS with the same integrated photon dose (and roughly same energy) as the one of CPL used for the two previous samples.
After irradiation at SOLEIL, the samples were sent to the University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis, where they were extracted from their substrates with ultraclean water and 0.1 M HCl at room temperature. The solvents were evaporated under a weak N 2 flux until complete dryness. A hydrolysis step with 6 M HCl was then performed for 24 hr at 110
• C followed by derivatization. Samples were then analyzed by enantioselective multidimensional gas chromatography coupled to time-of-flight mass spectrometry (GC×GC-TOFMS); see Appendix B for the detailed procedure.
RESULTS

Distribution of Identified Amino Acids
Several 13 C amino acids (chiral and achiral) have been identified by comparison with external 12 C standards due to their identical retention times and properly shifted mass fragments. Enantioselective GC×GC-TOFMS analyses furthermore allowed for baseline-resolving most of the identified chiral amino acids. The three residue-enlarged samples of the fourth experimental campaign considerably increased the number of identified amino acids. Table 1 lists the 24 amino acids, including the enantiomers, identified along with their 13 C mass fragments, as well as the corresponding 12 C mass fragments of the external standards. Note that the 13 C mass spectrometric fingerprint confirms the genuine nature of the detected amino acids in the experiments. Retention times from the primary and secondary column (first and second dimension) are given in minutes and seconds, respectively. Amino acids are listed from the simplest one, the non-chiral glycine (two carbon atoms), to the most complex ones, in our case d, l-proline, d-and l-valine, and d-and l-norvaline (five carbon atoms). Some of these amino acids are proteinogenic, such as glycine, α-l-alanine, l-serine, l-aspartic acid, l-valine, and l-proline, and thus of biological relevance. d-and l-valine have been identified here for the first time in extraterrestrial residue analogs. α-l-and α-d-alanine are the simplest (three carbon atoms) and most abundant proteinogenic chiral amino acids. The abundances decrease with increasing number of carbon atoms, as expected for abiotic compound syntheses, a characteristic already observed in similar residues (Meinert et al. 2012b ) and in meteoritic organic material (Meierhenrich et al. 2004 ). Alanine has already been identified in meteorites where it presents an ee L of 1.2% (Cronin & Pizzarello 1999 ). The enantiomers of alanine have been resolved and identified in all of the samples. Other enantiomers such as l-and d-diaminopropionic acid (DAP) have been detected and resolved in most of the samples, but their low quantities did not allow for reliable determination of their ee L .
Enantiomeric Excesses in Alanine
, where A is the peak area) in alanine has been precisely measured by peak volume quantification in all 14 samples of organic residues obtained in the course of the four distinct experimental campaigns. Table 2 shows the measured ee L values accompanied by their experimental 3σ error bars as a function of the photon energy, the stage at which the samples were irradiated by CPL, and the helicity of CPL or the polarization state used. The amount of material available has permitted several independent gas chromatographic analyses (up to 10) for each sample, necessary for the statistical error evaluation. Induced ee L are low (on the order of 1%-2%) but significant and in accordance with the low optical yields involved in asymmetric photoprocesses mediated by CPL (Flores et al. 1977; Norden 1977) . Note that comparing absolute values of ee L from different campaigns is difficult because of differences in the experimental conditions, such as the photon flux per deposited molecules, and in the concentrations of the extracted samples. We therefore limit our discussion in the following to the signs of the induced ee L only.
As can be noted from Table 2 , the values of the induced ee L switch in sign as the helicity of CPL switches between R and L. This behavior is observed in all the samples irradiated by CPL 
, where A is the peak area. c Linearly polarized light. d Unpolarized light using a microwave-stimulated hydrogen flow discharge lamp at 121 nm. e ± gives the standard deviation at 3σ over n injections.
and expected from chiral molecules placed in a chiral field, such as CPL. This confirms that the observed ee L are indeed due to CPL irradiation only. The first experiments (de Marcellus et al. 2011a ) performed at 6.6 eV showed that the sign of the ee L induced in alanine followed the helicity of the incident light. Our further investigations reinforce these results and stress the effect of CPL irradiation as a plausible process in inducing ee L in initially achiral and/or racemic samples. Irradiation of samples using LPL or UPL is supposed to lead to an ee L equal to zero. However, the peak integration for the determination of the ee L is affected by some experimental systematic uncertainties, mainly due to chromatographic peak tailing. This explains why in some cases the ee L values are not centered on zero.
The switching in sign with the energy is likely due to the energy dependence of asymmetric photochemical reactions. Indeed, recently reported CD and anisotropy spectra of amorphous solid-state alanine enantiomers in the VUV region revealed two intense CD bands but with opposite sign at about 6.6 eV Meinert et al. 2012a ) and at about 10.2 eV (Tanaka et al. 2010 ).
The energy dependence of inducible ee L has been experimentally evidenced by on racemic amorphous solid-state alanine thin films irradiated by CPL at 6.19 and 6.74 eV. In that case the switching in sign of the ee L could be predicted from the recorded anisotropy spectra of enantiopure alanine, which possess two intense CD bands of opposite signs at these given photon energies. However, these results refer to pure alanine, whereas our results refer to alanine released after acid hydrolysis from amino acid precursors in macromolecular structures. This difference has to be taken into account because the environment in which amino acids are formed is expected to influence their response to CPL-mediated photoprocesses.
Another remarkable result is that the ee L have been induced in all the samples irradiated by CPL, independently from the stage at which the irradiation was performed (ice, residue, or the combination of both). These experimental data demonstrate for the first time that both the sign and the qualitative values of induced ee L do not depend on the degree of polymerization of interstellar/circumstellar ice analogs.
These effects are due to the CPL properties. CPL is a true chiral field capable of performing asymmetric photochemistry (Barron 1994 ). In the case of the irradiation of the ices, a twostep photochemical process can be suggested: (1) Initially CPL acts on achiral molecules (H 2 O, CH 3 OH, NH 3 ) to form the first chiral photoproducts such as ions, radicals, and/or small molecules that exhibit a stereogenic center. These chiral photoproducts present a racemic distribution since achiral molecules are not sensitive to chiroptical effect and therefore cannot lead to any stereo-specific reactions; this same effect can be induced by photochemical processes due to ordinary unpolarized light. (2) After the formation of chiral racemic photoproducts, the preferential selection of one of the alanine enantiomers and/or its precursor may occur by asymmetric photochemical processes such as CD-driven asymmetric photolysis, as suggested by the ee L strong photon energy dependence that we observed. Such an effect discriminates asymmetric photochemistry from ordinary photochemistry (Rau 2004) . Interestingly, the results show that CPL can effectively induce ee L in alanine in samples at low temperatures (77 K) even if one must take into consideration that the analytical procedure requires that the samples are warmed to room temperature prior to extraction and subsequent analysis. The recombination reactions while warming up the ices without any further irradiation, however, do not influence the enantiomeric enrichment: the irradiated samples appear to have clearly kept the memory of the chiral field footprint used for its photoprocessing.
In the case of the asymmetric irradiation of the residue only, CPL acts directly on racemic mixtures of chiral (and achiral) molecules, given that the complex organic residue statistically contains chiral molecules. Similarly to the previous case, asymmetric photoprocesses are capable of discriminating between optical isomers, leading to an asymmetric enrichment of one of the alanine enantiomers. Figure 1 shows the quality of the data, as well as the dependence of the sign of the ee L on the helicity and the energy of CPL and, at the same time, the non-dependence on the stage at which the irradiation is performed. It can be noticed that the error bars (3σ ) accompanying the data are rather large in some cases, particularly for the samples of the third campaign. This can partly be explained by a slight contamination of terrestrial amino acids (hence alanine), shown by the presence of 12 C fragments in the mass spectra. Alanine is a proteinogenic amino acid widespread in the biosphere, being the second most abundant amino acid after leucine in human proteins. In order to provide accurate 13 C-based quantitative results, it became therefore necessary to exclude any natural introduced 13 C contributions from the samples. The correction was performed by measuring the peak area of 13 C and 12 C mass fragments and their ratio from an external 12 C alanine standard after acid hydrolysis and derivatization. This instrument-dependent 13 C/ 12 C ratio was later used in the calculation of the ee L of 13 C alanine to correct for any naturally occurring 13 C alanine in the samples of the third experimental campaign. The LPL sample of the third measurement campaign showed the highest 12 C contamination, as well as the highest amino acid concentrations that caused insufficient enantioseparation and hence large statistical error bars.
Enantiomeric Excesses in Five Different Amino Acids
Among the list of identified amino acids, five pairs of enantiomers of chiral amino acids were present in sufficient concentration in the residue-enlarged samples of the fourth measurement campaign to allow for their ee L determination: α-alanine (Ala), 2,3-diaminopropionic acid (2,3-DAP), 2-aminobutyric acid (2-Aba), valine (Val), and norvaline (Norval). Alanine and valine are proteinogenic, while 2-aminobutyric acid, norvaline, and 2,3-diaminopropionic acid are non-proteinogenic. Figure 2 shows the multidimensional enantioselective gas chromatograms relative to the pairs of eluting l-and d-enantiomers of these five amino acids in the three light polarization states explored (L CPL, UPL, R CPL). As can be noted, 
, where A is the peak area. c Number of replicate analyses. d Unpolarized light using a microwave-stimulated hydrogen flow discharge lamp at 121 nm. e ± gives the standard deviation at 3σ over n injections. each peak is properly resolved owing to the high separation power of this technique. The ee L in the five considered amino acids have been precisely measured by peak volume quantification in the three residueenlarged samples. Figure 3 shows the results for each amino acid and their respective error bars as a function of the light polarization state explored (R CPL, UPL, L CPL) at 10.2 eV. The sign of the induced ee L switches as the helicity of CPL switches between R and L. This behavior, already observed in the case of alanine, is adopted by all five different amino acids here considered. The sign of the induced ee L is indeed constantly positive in the five cases in which R CPL was used and constantly negative in the five cases in which L CPL was used. This evidences that the induced ee L are due to CPL-mediated asymmetric processes leading to a chiroptical photon-to-matter chirality transfer. Table 3 shows the measured ee L values in each amino acid together with their error bar values as a function of the light polarization state (R CPL, L CPL, and UPL) at 10.2 eV. The values range between ee L = −0.20% ± 0.14% (in the case of 2,3-diaminopropionic acid irradiated by L CPL) and ee L = −2.54% ± 0.28% (in the case of 2-aminobutyric acid irradiated by L CPL). The error bars are calculated on the number of injections (up to seven) and are given as 3σ , indicating a confidence level larger than 99.7%. It is noted that the ee L in valine could be determined precisely only in one of the injections of the sample irradiated by R CPL. Consequently, no statistical error bar is given for this measurement; nevertheless, we have decided to show this value for completeness of the results.
The fact that the induced ee L values are of the same sign in all five amino acids for a given helicity of CPL could be explained by the CD and anisotropy spectra of these amino acids at 10.2 eV, but, to the best of our knowledge, these data are available for alanine and valine only (Kaneko et al. 2009; Tanaka et al. 2010) . Interestingly, both amino acids show indeed a similar CD spectrum at about 10.2 eV. However, the initial molecules irradiated through our protocol might only be precursors of the amino acids, for which the CD spectra are not only unknown but inaccessible without a complete modeling of the photoreaction network -a scope that is beyond the goal of this paper.
ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS
Our simulation experiments are relevant to the outer solar nebula, where icy grains could have been irradiated by an external source of VUV CPL. The best candidates as CPL sources are reflection nebulae in star-forming regions associated with a dominant high-mass young stellar object (YSO). High degrees of CPL have been observed in the near-IR in reflection nebulae such as OMC-1, at levels of 17% (Bailey et al. 1998; Chrysostomou et al. 2000; Buschermöhle et al. 2005; Fukue et al. 2010) , and more recently in NGC 6334, at levels of 22% Kwon et al. 2013) . Such high degrees of CPL could originate from two main mechanisms: (1) scattering of light by non-spherical grains aligned by magnetic fields (Chrysostomou et al. 2000; Gledhill & McCall 2000) , and (2) dichroic extinction of light that has been previously linearly polarized by scattering on aligned non-spherical grains (Martin 1978; Lucas et al. 2005; Kwon et al. 2013) .
OMC-1 and NGC 6334 are active sites of star-forming regions that present high dust obscuration for direct observation of UV CPL. However, detailed models for aligned grains with small axis ratios have shown that CPL can also be present in the UV range with similar high levels as those observed in the IR one (Bailey et al. 1998 ).
These CPL regions present a quadrupolar-shape pattern of polarization where each quadrant of a single-handedness covers a wide area (Buschermöhle et al. 2005; Fukue et al. 2009 ). Indeed, the extent of CPL in OMC-1 is about 0.4 pc (Fukue et al. 2010) , while in NGC 6334 it is about 0.65 pc (Kwon et al. 2013) , which is hundreds of times the size of most forming planetary systems, including ours. If our solar system formed in a similar star-forming region, it may have been irradiated by CPL of a single handedness. Most low-mass stars like our Sun are indeed believed to be born alongside high-mass stars, as is observed in the case of OMC-1, where high-and low-mass stars are forming together (Miller & Scalo 1978; Hillenbrand 1997) . The hypothesis that our solar system formed in a high-mass star-forming region is supported by the presence of short halflife radionuclides such as 60 Fe and 26 Al in primitive meteorites (Hester et al. 2004; Mostefaoui et al. 2005; Gounelle & Meynet 2012) .
During the early phases of our protoplanetary disk evolution, icy grains driven by disk instabilities moved along radial and vertical motions to be accreted onto the young Sun. However, part of them did not experience this fate. Ciesla & Sandford (2012) have modeled the path of these surviving grains through the disk, showing that they could have been exposed to substantial external UV irradiation (∼50 photons per ice molecule) during a lifetime of 10 6 yr. Under these conditions, this irradiation may well have been circularly polarized and with a single helicity. The dense protoplanetary environment could have offered the ideal location for grains to be shielded by the direct unpolarized UV irradiation of the young Sun, avoiding a possible destruction of enantioenriched material (Bailey 2001) . The main amount of CPL would have been received outward and at high latitude in the disk, where lower densities prevented the flux from being too strongly attenuated compared to the midplane. The episodic exposures to this increased photon flux would have triggered the double effect of asymmetrically photoprocessing and heating the ices. These processes may have converted at least 5% of the ices into organic compounds (Ciesla & Sandford 2012) , including chiral molecules such as amino acids and/or their precursors. Photo-and thermo-chemistry in ices is well known to generate reactive ions and radicals that subsequently react with other molecular species present in the ices to form more complex molecules (d 'Hendecourt et al. 1982 'Hendecourt et al. , 1985 'Hendecourt et al. , 1986 Elsila et al. 2007 ), finally producing complex macromolecular structures containing amino acid precursors. Although the exact structure of these macromolecules of large molecular weight is still unknown (Takano et al. 2007; Danger et al. 2013) , amino acids and their precursors embedded in such networks are thought to be more stable than free amino acids against further irradiation in space (Takano et al. 2004) , as well as against any possible racemization processes.
Along with the synthesis of interstellar/circumstellar organic compounds, the asymmetric photoreactions triggered by CPL may have simultaneously induced an ee in any chiral molecule. As suggested by our current results, this action could have occurred at both the stage in which grains were covered by ices and/or the stage in which they were already covered by a refractory residue of organic compounds, thus maximizing the possibility to accumulate a significant ee before the accretion into larger grains, planetesimals, and finally comets and asteroids. To date, however, no chiral molecule has been identified in the interstellar medium, but this is an observational bias because radioastronomy observations are limited to rather simple molecules. The fact that ee L were successfully measured in the case in which CPL irradiation occurred during the ice stage only demonstrates that chiral molecules are indeed formed in the ices in our laboratory analogs. These chiral molecules should then be present in the bulk of the ice mantles of interstellar/ circumstellar grains, since UV photochemistry is a common phenomenon in extraterrestrial environments. They are likely the precursors of the amino acids detected later in the organic residues. This hypothesis is reinforced by the measurement of ee L of the same sign after irradiation with CPL at the residue stage only. The identification of these chiral precursors is of importance for understanding the interstellar/circumstellar chemistry in more detail, followed by their exploration in favorable interstellar environments such as hot molecular cores where complex molecules are observed in the gas phase (Cazaux et al. 2003; Bottinelli et al. 2007; Belloche et al. 2013) .
A further important aspect evidenced by our results is the dependence of the sign of the ee L on the energy of incident CPL. In space this effect could lead to a competition in the sign of the enantioselected amino acids. Natural sources of CPL are spectrally broadband, and the CPL produced is expected to be absorbed in multiple circular dichroic bands, possibly of opposite signs. However, the spectrum of the actual broadband CPL in star-forming regions should yield a non-zero effective CD coefficient Δε to overcome the rare event in which the integral of the concerned CD bands would equal zero (Buchardt 1974) according to the Kuhn-Condon rule (Kuhn 1930; Condon 1937) .
Regarding the pertinence to asymmetric photoprocesses, we point out our choice to consider the VUV spectral range at higher energies (10.2 eV) than those typically considered so far, with a cutoff around 6.19 eV (Bailey et al. 1998) . A similar cutoff in the spectrum would favor most normal stars, excluding the more massive ones (Bailey et al. 1998) , which are indeed the only ones associated with high degrees of CPL. A specific example is given by the high-mass YSO (IRc2) at the center of the CPL region in OMC-1 with a mass of 25 M sun (Genzel & Stutzki 1989) . On the contrary, low-mass YSOs are not associated with high levels of CPL, probably because their magnetic fields are too weak to efficiently align the grains (Chrysostomou et al. 2007 ). Moreover, according to the model of Robitaille et al. (2006) , YSOs of higher masses (∼20 M sun ) do present spectral energy distribution (SED) favoring high-energy photons at the earliest stages of their evolution. Over time, this emission becomes dominant and its maximum is moving to higher energies. At stage II of the protostellar evolution, which is associated with the presence of an optically thick disk and an infalling envelope, the emission is peaked around 10.4 eV (0.1 μm).
If we consider 10.4 eV as the dominant energy in the SED of a YSO at stage II associated with a CPL region, we expect a higher efficiency of asymmetric photoreactions near this energy due to the higher number of photons available. This may lead to a non-zero enantioselection in chiral precursors even in the case of broadband CPL absorbed in multiple CD bands of opposite signs and equal magnitude. However, the dominant energy changes at different evolutionary stages. It is therefore important to first consider a definite evolutionary stage of a YSO, well characterized by its SED. Afterward the anisotropy spectra (Evans et al. 2013 ) of different chiral precursors can be weighted with this SED, recalling that these anisotropy spectra are so far largely unknown as discussed above.
A number of amino acids have been identified in chondritic meteorites, both proteinogenic and non-proteinogenic ones (Engel & Nagy 1982; Cronin & Pizzarello 1997; Pizzarello & Cronin 2000; Pizzarello et al. 2003) . Several of them such as alanine, isovaline, and α-methyl norvaline have been found to be enantiomerically enriched-all of them in the l-enantiomer. Enantiomeric excess in α-hydrogenated amino acids is small (less than 2%) and comparable to the ee L induced in our experiments. However, higher ee L (up to 18.5%) have been reported for α-dialkyl amino acids in Murchison and Murray meteorites (Glavin & Dworkin 2009 ). These ee L cannot be explained solely by the influence of CPL, and the authors suggested that aqueous alteration within the parent body (subsequent to the melting of ices from short-lived radionuclides heating) could have amplified a small initial ee L of these amino acids. Thus, post-accretion would affect the distribution of amino acids in primitive meteorites, as well as their initial ee L , a trend that is actually observed (Glavin & Dworkin 2009; Martins et al. 2013 Martins et al. , 2014 . Subsequent autocatalytic processes during the early evolutionary stages of prebiotic chemistry on Earth could have amplified these initial ee L to much larger values. Such processes are susceptible to approaching homochirality, as experimentally shown by Soai et al. (1995) and Shibata et al. (1998) . They include some chiral amino acids with small starting ee L (around 1%). However, the intimate mechanisms involve specific reaction pathways not necessarily applicable to a prebiotic scenario. Actually, in our experiments, we simulate organic materials in their preaccretional form, i.e., on the individual grains, but no postaccretional processes are considered. Amplification phenomena, starting from initial pre-accretional conditions, should be the subject of further experimentation.
As evidenced by Meinert et al. (2012a) , some proteinogenic amino acids like alanine, valine, serine, and proline have similar anisotropy spectra (in sign and magnitude) at 6.19 eV. Although the CD spectra of the precursors remain unknown, this observation favors the model in which CPL of a given energy and helicity can select the same handedness in proteinogenic amino acids under circumstellar conditions.
Our results indeed show that CPL of a given helicity at the more astrophysically relevant energy of 10.2 eV (Robitaille et al. 2006 ) is capable of inducing ee L of the same sign in all five amino acids investigated, both proteinogenic and nonproteinogenic. This result indicates that under the hypothesis of a well-defined dominant irradiation energy and a given helicity in our solar system, CPL could have preferentially favored the l-enantiomer simultaneously in proteinogenic and nonproteinogenic amino acids acting either directly on them or on their precursors by asymmetric photochemistry, in coherence with the ee L findings from meteoritic matter analysis.
CONCLUSIONS
We have experimentally investigated the effect of VUV CPL irradiation on extraterrestrial ice analogs at different evolutionary stages: (1) in the ice stage only, (2) in the organic residue only, and (3) both in the ice and in the residue. After the asymmetric irradiation of the analogs at 6.6 and 10.2 eV, a total of 16 chiral and achiral amino acids have been detected in the organic residues. Among the chiral amino acids, alanine shows statistically significant ee L in all analyzed residues. Such enantiomeric enrichments are induced independently on the evolutionary stage of the circumstellar ice/residue analogs. The sign of the induced ee L depends on the helicity (R or L) and the energy of the CPL, suggesting that the chiroptical process leading to this enantio-specific reaction is CD driven. The detection of ee L after irradiating only the ice samples with CPL demonstrates the formation of chiral precursors of amino acids within the ice analogs, which should indeed be present in interstellar/ circumstellar ices.
For the first time a precise measurement of ee L is reported for five different amino acids in such asymmetrically photoprocessed ice analogs: α-alanine, 2,3 diamonopropionic acid, 2-aminobutyric acid, valine, and norvaline. The measured ee L in these amino acids are of the same sign after CPL irradiation at 10.2 eV, for each given helicity. This supports the hypothesis that CPL in space could have introduced an initial chiral bias into prebiotic molecules, such as amino acids, with the same handedness. The enantiomeric purities induced are low but consistent with ee L values found for α-hydrogenated amino acids in several meteorites. Note, however, that post-accretion and/or aqueous alteration within the parent bodies, which may alter initially induced ee L , were not simulated here.
Our results support an astrophysical scenario in which the solar system formed in a high-mass star-forming region where it was irradiated during the protoplanetary phase by an external source of CPL of a given handedness and a dominant energy defined by the SED of the massive star. In such an environment, the grains on which absolute asymmetric molecular synthesis results in the formation and accumulation of a chiral bias in key biomolecular compounds would have accreted to comets and asteroids. These bodies would have shielded their enantioenriched organic content until their delivery to the early Earth during or just after the late heavy bombardment. Autocatalytic processes during the early evolutionary stages of life could have amplified the initially small ee L to reach the homochiral state found in all living matter on Earth today.
Further investigations will have to include the detection of additional α-hydrogenated and α-dialkyl amino acid enantiomers (Meinert & Meierhenrich 2014 )-ideally the same enantioenriched molecules that are found in meteorites, as well as the measurement of their anisotropy spectra at 10.2 eV. Similar experiments considering homochiral biomolecules of different handedness (e.g., sugars) should also be undertaken. Finally, a refinement of our proposed astrophysical scenario has to be considered after the in situ measurements on comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko by the COSAC instrument on board the European space mission Rosetta planned for November 2014 (Goesmann et al. 2007 ).
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APPENDIX A PREPARATION OF RESIDUE-ENLARGED SAMPLES
Three residue-enlarged samples (>100 μg) of organic residues were prepared at IAS by irradiation of H 2 O:
13 CH 3 OH:NH 3 (2:1:1) ice mixtures using VUV UPL at about 10.2 eV. Since the UV beam footprint at IAS is much larger than the one of the DESIRS beamline at SOLEIL, a thin (0.2 mm) circular copper mask (20 mm in diameter) with two rectangular openings (4 × 9 mm each, corresponding to the size of the UV beam at SOLEIL) was put on each MgF 2 window at the beginning of the sample preparation at IAS (see Figure 4) . The gaseous mixture was simultaneously deposited and irradiated through the two rectangular openings directly on the surface of the window. The rest of the window surface was sheltered by the copper. The IR beam could pass through the openings and allowed monitoring the evolution of the ice sample by absorption spectroscopy. This geometry allows doubling the number of samples that will be then irradiated by UV-CPL at SOLEIL. After 2 days of simultaneous deposition and irradiation by VUV UPL, the ice was allowed to gently warm up to room temperature for about 30 hr (0.1 K minute −1 ). Once at room temperature, the typical IR spectrum of an organic residue was observed. With the aim to further increase the thickness of the residue produced, the window with this first layer of residue was left in the vacuum chamber; it was cooled down to 77 K and underwent two more subsequent cycles of deposition/irradiation followed by warming up. Each sample was irradiated for about 150 hr in total. Following this procedure, three residue-enlarged samples were produced.
Once ready, two of them were transported to the SOLEIL synchrotron facility and placed in a vacuum chamber at the end of the UV/VUV DESIRS beamline. They were put together on a movable system that permitted aligning precisely the VUV CPL beam (4 × 9 mm) on each single rectangular spot without opening the chamber. The two spots on the same window were successively irradiated with CPL of the same helicity (L or R) for 16 hr. The third sample was further irradiated with VUV UPL at IAS for about 30 hr to assure the same integrated photon dose. At the end of the irradiation, the copper masks were carefully removed. Two well-visible rectangular spots of yellow organic residues were observed on each of the three windows.
APPENDIX B ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE
CPL-, LPL-, and UPL-irradiated samples were all extracted from their MgF 2 windows with 4 × 50 μL MilliQ water (4ppb TOC) followed by (2-4) × 50 μL of 0.1 M HCl and transferred into conical reaction vials (1 mL V-Vial R , Wheaton) under a class II biological safety cabinet. After evaporation to dryness, the extracted samples were hydrolyzed each with 300 μL 6 M HCl at 110
• C for 24 hr. Following hydrolysis, the samples were again evaporated to dryness, and pure water was repeatedly added and evaporated until a pH of about six was obtained. For derivatization, the samples were dissolved in 50 μL of 0.1 M HCl, and 25 μL of a 2,2,3,3,4,4,4-heptafluoro-1-butanol/ pyridine mixture (3:1, v/v) was added, followed by 5 μL of ethyl chloroformate. Vials were capped tightly and shaken vigorously for 10 s to form N-ethoxycarbonyl heptafluorobutyl ester (ECHFBE) derivatives. Subsequently, 20 μL of chloroform were added and the vials shaken again for extraction of the amino acid ECHFBE derivatives into the organic phase. The organic phases were withdrawn and transferred into 1 mL GC vials equipped with 100 μL inserts for enantioselective GC×GC analyses.
The GC×GC Pegasus IV D system is equipped with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer operated at a storage rate of 200 Hz, with a 50-400 amu mass range and a detector voltage of 1.8 kV. Data were processed using the LECO Corp ChromaTOFTM software. The column set generally consisted of a Varian-Chrompack Chirasil-d-Val primary column (24.85 m × 0.25 mm ID, 0.08 μm film thickness) modulator-coupled to a DB Wax secondary column (1.4 m × 0.1 mm ID, 0.1 μm film thickness). For the last measurement campaign of the residue-enlarged samples, two Press-Tight R connected VarianChrompack Chirasil-l-Val columns (49.2 m × 0.25 mm inner diameter, 0.12 μm film thickness) in the first dimension modulator-coupled to a DB Wax secondary column (1.4 m × 0.1 mm inner diameter, 0.1 μm film thickness) were applied. Helium was used as carrier gas at a constant flow ofū = 1 mL minute −1 . Sample volumes of 1 or 2 μL were injected in the splitless mode at an injector temperature of 230
• C. Various temperature programs were applied to allow for optimal resolution of individual amino acid enantiomers. Generally, the primary oven was operated as follows: 40
• C for 1 minute, warm up to 80
• C with 10 • C minute −1 and holding for 3 or 10 minutes, to finally heat up to 180
• C with 2 • C minute −1 and a hold time of 15-25 minutes. The secondary oven used a temperature program of 60
• C for 1 minute, 10
• C minute −1 , 100 • C for 3 or 10 minutes, 2
• C minute −1 , 150
• C, and 4
• C minute −1 , 210
• C for 25-35 minutes. The modulation period was adjusted between 2.5 and 5 s. The samples were alternately injected 6-14 times in order to accurately determine ee values with reliable statistical error bars. Volume peak integration for both enantiomers was performed using software-based calculations, taking into account possible modulation-induced errors. Potential 12 C-contamination from biological and/or laboratory sources was investigated by analyzing several blank samples during each measurement campaign under identical irradiation and analytical conditions. The identification of amino acids in the interstellar/circumstellar ice analogs was confirmed by comparison with external standards of amino acids that have identical retention times and shifted mass spectra due to 12 C composition.
